
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. G006679

ROSA CISNEROS, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

HUSQVARNA CONSUMER OUTDOOR PRODUCTS,
EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

ACE AMERICAN INSURANCE CO. C/O 
GALLAGHER-BASSETT SERVICES, INC.,
INSURANCE CARRIER/TPA RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED JUNE 14, 2011

Hearing conducted before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MARK
CHURCHWELL, in Hope, Hempstead County, Arkansas.

The claimant, Ms. Rosa Cisneros, appeared pro se.

The respondent was represented by HONORABLE EDWARD W.
MCCORKLE, Attorney at Law, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on May 5,

2011, in Hope, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was entered in

this case on February 1, 2011.  The following stipulations

were submitted by the parties and are hereby accepted:

1. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed
on or about May 18, 2010.

2. Claimant alleged a shoulder injury and respondent
provided medical attention by Dr. Joe King of
Nashville, Arkansas.

3. Claimant’s last day of employment at Husqvarna
Consumer Outdoor Products was on August 13, 2010.
 

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:
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1. Liability for medical services received on
August 6, 2010.

Respondent:

1. Whether claimant is entitled to an additional
change of physician to Dr. Randy D. Walker as set
forth in the Order of the Commission.

The record consists of the May 5, 2011, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.  

DISCUSSION

The claimant developed pain in her left shoulder

shortly after a box fell on her left arm on May 18, 2010,

while working at Husqvarna. (R. Exh. 1 p. 2) She initially

treated with Dr. Joe King, the company doctor. (T. 21 - 22) 

However, the claimant requested a change of physician from

Husqvarna after Dr. King caused pain when Dr. King

manipulated the claimant’s shoulder during an office visit.

(R. Exh. 2 p. 10)

Carol Kissman, Husqvarna’s workers’ compensation

manager, coordinated finding a list of shoulder specialists

from which the claimant could choose a new physician. (T.

23-24) Ms. Kissman also prepared a form for the claimant to

sign to be filed at the Commission requesting her one time

change of physician. (T. 25) On July 22, 2010, the claimant

signed a form which states:

I Rosa Cisneros request a Change of Physician from Dr.
Joe King to Dr. Charles Pearce.  I understand this is
will be [sic] my one time change of physician request
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if approved by the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission. (R. Exh. 2 p. 12)

The claimant saw Dr. Pearce who ordered a shoulder MRI. 

(R. Ex. 1 p. 7) On August 12, 2010, the same day as the MRI,

Dr. Pearce released the claimant to regular duty work. (R.

Exh 2. P. 9) On October 25, 2010, Pat Capps Hannah, the

Administrator of the Commission’s Medical Cost Containment

Department, entered an Order changing the claimant’s

authorized treating physician from Dr. Joe King to Dr. Randy

D. Walker. (Comm. Exh. 3)  

On November 12, 2010, the respondent filed an objection

to the Change of Physician Order entered by Ms. Hannah. 

(Comm. Exh. 4 p. 1) The respondents contend that the

claimant had already received her one time change of

physician to Dr. Charles Pearce. (Comm. Exh. 4 p. 2)

Meanwhile, on August 6, 2010, the claimant also became

ill and fell at work.  On a form entitled “Referral and

Treatment Authorization”, a Husqvarna employee, whose

signature appears to be that of Robin Cribb, described the

incident as follows: “Fall-Passed out. Fell backwards on to

floor.  She was standing on platform approx. 6 in. tall. 

Before falling she told Odilon that she could not feel her

legs to catcher [sic]. C/o pain to neck, numbness to L arm,

back & Leg.”  (C. Exh. 1 p. 22) 
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Ms. Cribb further described the situation in an e-mail

sent to Rich Martinez on August 9, 2010, as follows: “Rich I

was on her left side and she was not able to feel her left

arm or leg and that was the main reason why I called the

ambulance and Randy was on her right holding her hand.  Yina

[sic] was at her head and when I asked her to squeeze my

hand she could only squeeze with the right hand, she also

stated that she could not feel her leg when I touched it. 

After putting her on the back board she started getting the

feeling back in her left side.” (R. Exh. 2 p. 7)

In the Referral And Treatment Authorization form, Ms.

Cribb identified the employer administered treatment as

“Held in line C-spine, applied C-Collar while waiting on

ambulance.” (R. Exh. 1 p. 22)

Prior to the hearing, the claimant contended that she

fainted or experienced a syncope due to pain in her shoulder

on August 6, 2010, as a compensable consequence of the

shoulder injury that she sustained on May 18, 2010. (T. 5)   

    During the course of the hearing, the claimant testified

that she attributed her symptoms and fall on August 6, 2010,

to her work related shoulder injury because she attributes

her condition to her shoulder pain and to the pills that she

was given for shoulder pain. (T. 16) With regard to the

pills, the claimant testified that Dr. King had given her

Naproxen, but when she took a whole pill she would feel
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dizzy. (T. 14) The claimant testified that Dr. King told her

to take one pill per day but to cut it in half and take half

in the morning and half at night. (T. 14) 

The claimant testified that on her ten minute break at

2:30, she went to the cafeteria and ate, came back and took

a half of a pill and started back to work.  The claimant

testified that at around 3:00 she told her partner, Mr.

Odilon, that she was not feeling well at all. (T. 14) The

claimant described what happened next as follows:

I felt pain all over my neck, up my leg all the way
down to my heel.  I was feeling a lot of pain, and I
felt like I had no strength, so one of my co-workers
that was standing next to Mr. Odilon brought me a cup
of water and I drank it, and he turned on the fan that
was in front of us, and he said maybe with the air you
will feel a little better, and suddenly, some second
[sic] later, I didn’t know any more what happened.  I
fell backward. (T. 15)

The Referral And Treatment Authorization form signed by

Ms. Cribb on August 6, 2010, indicates a referral to DeQueen

Medical Center in DeQueen, Arkansas, where the claimant was

taken by an ambulance apparently also requested by Ms.

Cribb. (R. Exh. 1 p. 22) The Referral And Treatment

Authorization form states in typed print:

This is to authorize treatment for a reported work
related injury/illness.  If this injury is determined
not to be covered under Worker’s Compensation law,
responsibility is limited to the first visit only. (R.
Exh. 1 p. 22)

The form also indicates that Husqvarna is self-insured

for workers’ compensation claims and that all reports and
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bills should be submitted to Husqvarna at its address on

Poulan Drive in Nashville, Arkansas. (R. Exh. 1 p. 22)

Notwithstanding the assurance of payment contained in the

form, the respondent now denies liability and contends that

the treatment of August 6, 2010, is not related to the

compensable injury of May, 2010. (T. 6)

The claimant’s last date of employment at Husqvarna was

on August 13, 2010. (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 2) 

The claimant testified with regard to treatment by Dr.

Walker, that she first treated with Dr. Walker on August

23rd. (T. 12) However, the claimant testified that she does

not recall whether she saw Dr. Walker after Ms. Hannah

entered the Change of Physician Order. (T. 12)

Issue 1: Can Husqvarna Deny Liability For The Treatment
Received By The Claimant On August 6, 2010
Notwithstanding Their Preauthorization And Agreement To
Pay For At Least The First Visit In The Referral And
Treatment Form Completed On August 6, 2010?   

Employers must promptly provide medical services which

are reasonably necessary for treatment of compensable

injuries.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508(a).  Injured employees

have the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that medical treatment is reasonably necessary for

treatment of the compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-705(a)(3); Jordan v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 51 Ark. App.

100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995).  What constitutes reasonably

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the
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Commission.  Gansky v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163,

924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Air Compressor Equipment v. Sword, 69

Ark. App. 162, 11 S.W.3d 1 (2000).

However, in Southern Hospitalities v. Britain, 54 Ark.

App. 318, 925 S.W.2d 81 (1996), the Court of Appeals

recognized an exception where a workers’ compensation

provider directed an injured worker to a specific physician;

the workers’ compensation provider represented that it was

accepting the injury as compensable, and the representation

prompted the worker to visit the physician indicated by the

workers’ compensation carrier.  Under these circumstances,

the Court affirmed a Commission finding that the workers’

compensation provider cannot later deny liability for the

treatment provided at their direction.  The Court reached

this result under the equitable principals of estoppel,

although the Commission did not state that it was invoking

the equitable doctrine.  Id.  

By comparison, in the present case Husqvarna’s own

written form and e-mail correspondence in the record

indicate that; (1) Husqvarna is self-insured for workers’

compensation benefits, and (2) Husqvarna’ Robin Cribb called

an ambulance and signed a Referral And Treatment

Authorization form specifically authorizing treatment at

DeQueen Medical Center and accepting responsibility for at

least that first visit.  The claimant’s medical reports,
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bills and the authorization form signed by Robin Cribb also

indicate that (3) the claimant was then transported by

ambulance to DeQueen Medical Center on August 6, 2010, and

(4) the claimant received the treatment currently at issue

at the DeQueen Medical Center on August 6, 2010.

In light of the evidence that Robin Cribb called an

ambulance, placed a cervical collar on the claimant until

the ambulance could arrive, and completed an authorization

on behalf of the company accepting responsibility for at

least the first visit, I find under the reasoning of the

Commission and the Court of Appeals in Southern

Hospitalities v. Britain, supra, that Husqvarna cannot now

deny liability for the treatment which Husqvarna pre-

authorized and which the claimant underwent.

Issue 2: Did Pat Capps Hannah Provide The Claimant An
Inappropriate Second Change Of Physician In Her Order
Filed On October 25, 2010? 

     Since the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

previously implemented a managed care system, the relevant

provisions of Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-514

provide:

(a)(3) Following establishment of an Arkansas managed
care system as provided in § 11-9-508, subdivisions
(a)(1) and (2) of this section shall become null and
void, and thereafter:

(A)(i) The employer shall have the right to select the
initial primary care physician from among those
associated with managed care entities certified by the
commission as provided in § 11-9-508.
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(ii) Where the employer has contracted with a managed
care organization certified by the commission, the
claimant employee, however, shall be allowed to change
physicians by petitioning the commission one (1) time
only for a change of physician to a physician who must
either be associated with the managed care entity
chosen by the employer or be the regular treating
physician of the employee who maintains the employee's
medical records and with whom the employee has a bona
fide doctor-patient relationship demonstrated by a
history of regular treatment prior to the onset of the
compensable injury but only if the primary care
physician agrees to refer the employee to the managed
care entity chosen by the employer for any specialized
treatment, including physical therapy, and only if the
primary care physician agrees to comply with all the
rules, terms, and conditions regarding services
performed by the managed care entity chosen by the
employer.
                     ...

(b) Treatment or services furnished or prescribed by
any physician other than the ones selected according to
the foregoing, except emergency treatment, shall be at
the claimant's expense.

The respondent’s objection to Ms. Hannah’s Change of

Physician Order to Dr. Walker contends that “Claimant had

already received her one time change of physician to Dr.

Pearce at her request.” (Comm. Exh. 4 p. 2) However, I note

that there is only one Change of Physician Order in the

record, and that one Change of Physician Order is to Dr.

Walker, not to Dr. Pearce.  Consequently, the record does

not establish that Ms. Hannah improperly granted the

claimant a second change of physician after the claimant had

already received her one time change of physician.

To the extent that the respondent is dissatisfied with

the fact that the order changed the claimant’s authorized
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treating physician to Dr. Walker rather than to Dr. Pearce,

I note that nothing in the statute requires Ms. Hannah to

select the physician requested in the claimant’s petition,

and I note that neither party offered into evidence any

additional correspondence from Ms. Hannah, which normally

precedes or accompanies her orders, whereby she would have

explained her reason or reasons for selecting Dr. Walker

instead of Dr. Pearce.  Consequently, suffice it to say on

this record that, while the respondent acted commendably in

expediting the claimant’s referral and appointment to Dr.

Pearce, they did so taking the risk that Ms. Hannah would

select a physician other than Dr. Pearce when she entered a

Change of Physician Order.  See generally Harris v.

Blytheville Public Schools, Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed January 3, 2011 (F905875)

[Discussing the risks associated with seeking treatment from

a new physician before an order is entered].  

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed
on or about May 18, 2010.

2. Claimant alleged a shoulder injury and respondent
provided medical attention by Dr. Joe King of
Nashville, Arkansas.

3. Claimant’s last day of employment at Husqvarna
Consumer Outdoor Products was on August 13, 2010.

4. The claimant has only received one change of
physician from the Commission’s Medical Cost
Containment Department, and that change of
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physician is consistent with the provisions of
Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-514.

5. The respondent is liable for the claimant’s
ambulance transfer and treatment received at
DeQueen Medical Center on August 6, 2010.

ORDER

The Respondent is directed to pay benefits consistent

with the findings.  The respondent is also directed to pay

the court reporter’s fees and expenses within thirty (30)

days of billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


